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https://www.themorningcore.com/  This is the last note published for the week. I already feel guilty about 
not sending the CORE on Soul Train Friday. Back at it on Monday.  
 
US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures are flat after we hit another record high on Monday, but tech stocks 
are in the green ahead of the opening bell. The risk-on trade continues after that Nasdaq selloff. Moderna is 
+3% premarket after dosing first participants in their Phase 2/3 Covid study on children aged 6 months to 12 
years old. Retail sales data is released at 8:30 am ET. Economists expect a decline after a strong January and 
some brutal February weather. The number is backward-looking, so don’t expect much of an impact. Federal 
Reserve 2-day meeting begins today. The bond market is nervous about inflationary prospects as a result of 
massive stimulus and pent-up global consumer demand. Volatility in the fixed income market may remain for 
a while.  I’m not sure what world we’re living in, but someone just created a FOMO ETF that will rebalance 
weekly (Bloomberg article on the ETF http://bloom.bg/3qVL1aO ). “That sounds like a financial and cultural 
disaster,” – Ron Burgundy (clip never gets old) https://bit.ly/3eTVx07.  S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +4.30, 10-
Yr Yield: 1.60%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 A spate of volatility in money markets has stoked speculation the Federal Reserve may be forced into 
a technical adjustment to the levers controlling its benchmark interest rate to ensure that it does not 
fall too low, but few expect the central bank to act on the matter at this week's meeting.-Reuters 

 Some of Ant Group's global investors have valued the Chinese fintech firm at over $200 billion based 
on its 2020 performance, said people with knowledge of the matter, offering a more sober estimate 
after the shelving of its IPO and forced restructuring.-Reuters 

 Airline executives are starting to see a path out of the coronavirus pandemic as more passengers 
resume travel, following a weekend when airport volumes hit their highest levels in a year, even 
though the CDC still warns against traveling.-WSJ 

 Purdue Pharma filed a bankruptcy plan on Monday that would resolve thousands of opioid lawsuits by 
restructuring the OxyContin maker into an entity that would steer profits to plaintiffs and require the 
company's Sackler family owners to contribute nearly $4.3 billion to the settlement.-Reuters 

 Chinese President Xi signaled country will go after companies that amassed data and market power.-
Bberg 

 EToro aiming to go public through SPAC merger.-Bberg (Digital currencies are here to stay. You know 
it’s real when Alec Baldwin is on their homepage. Nothing makes me want to buy some Ethereum like 
a picture of Alec Baldwin! https://www.etoro.com/en-us/ ) 

 Not since Ronald Reagan’s presidency has a new administration opened with a gamble as large as the 
one in which President Biden is now engaged,” says columnist Gerald Seib, but the “bet is even bigger 
than his predecessor’s, and Democrats will own it for good or bad.-WSJ 

 The forecasts for record-setting growth in the electric vehicle sector illustrate the extent of the fervor 
for these companies on the part of investors, particularly for those going public by merging with 
special purpose acquisition companies.-WSJ 
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 Berkshire Hathaway chief Warren Buffett called on shareholders to vote down two proposals that 
would force the company to disclose climate change and diversity and inclusion efforts, saying its 
small central office and decentralized operations don’t merit such an effort.-FT  

 Germany, Italy, France, Spain, and the Netherlands became the latest European countries to suspend 
use of the AZN-Oxford coronavirus vaccine over concerns the shots may cause blood clots, though 
regulators and the WHO say no evidence for that exists.-FT 

 State lawmakers on both sides of the aisle may investigate a Cuomo administration policy that quietly 
allows recovering Covid patients to return to group homes for the developmentally disabled, much 
like it did for nursing homes.-NYP (It took six sexual harassment allegations to look into this.)  

 AMZN: E-commerce live-streaming, which lets brand representatives, store owners, and influencers 
start a conversation with viewers—a process pioneered by the Home Shopping Network and QVC—
has taken root at Amazon.-NYT 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 

 Institutional Investor: Inflation is coming. BofA warns active funds aren’t prepared 
http://bit.ly/3qLp6mI  

 The Ringer: Is it time to move the pitching mound back? https://bit.ly/3rWDo5s  
 
 
All charts from The Daily Shot: 
 
The “end of the pandemic” trade has gained momentum. 

• Airlines: 
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• Cruise lines: 
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• Movie theaters: 
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• Office property REITS: 

 

Source: Arbor Research & Trading    

  
Tech stocks have rebounded in recent days. 
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Retail investors are pressing their bets. 

• Cannabis: 
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• Millennials thematic ETF: 
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• Goldman’s retail favorites index: 

 
 
Here is an anecdote from Chen Zhao (Alpine Macro) that perfectly describes the attitudes of young retail investors (very 
similar to the late 1990s). 
Joe is a grocery delivery boy from my neighborhood store, and he loves trading stocks. Joe told me last week that he 
would soon be quitting his delivery job outright to become a day trader. He told me something to the effect that “I am 
through delivering bags of groceries to rich people’s homes. I can make a lot more money trading stocks without driving 
around all day and getting a sore back. I want a big house too, with some college dummies delivering my groceries and 
shoveling snow from my driveway.” 
  
I asked if he was concerned about a market decline. “Look,” he said “it’s really a simple game: You buy on dips and it has 
always worked. How can you lose money if you buy low and sell high? Let the baby boomers and professionals be 
paranoid. They said GameStop was on a death spiral last month. Look what has happened – it’s flying again! The 
government is sending checks my way soon and I will use it to buy more stocks.” 
  
I wanted to warn Joe of risks, but on second thought, who am I to be snooty? He has 
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Households’ equity allocations are at record highs. 

 
Source: JP Morgan, @daniburgz   
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VIX is back at 20. Will support hold? 

 
  
 
Private equity activity had a sharp rebound during the second half of 2020. 

 
Source: Bain & Company    
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Hiring expectations in the US hit the highest level in years. 

 
Source: Piper Sandler     
  
More factories are planning to boost workers’ hours. 
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Job postings on Indeed continue to rise amid signs of labor shortages in some sectors. 

 
Source: @JedKolko, @indeed   Read full article   
 
Slowing labor force growth will increasingly become a drag on economic expansion. That’s why a smart immigration 
policy is critical. (I’m not a fan of CBO economic forecasts, but demographics matter.) 
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Source: CBO    
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Cryptos pulled back from the highs, but Bitcoin is still near $55k. 
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Brent crude remains at resistance near $70/bbl. 

 
  
There is no shortage of oil. Spare production capacity within OPEC is close to record levels. 

 
Source: Longview Economics    
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Casino gaming legal status across the US: (Can I get a bet in that every state will be green soon. You 
will probably be able to smoke a joint at a blackjack table while hitting on a 17 within 5 years.) 

 
Source: Hoya Capital Real Estate    
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Rent declines in major US cities (year-over-year): 

 
Source: @markets   Read full article    
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Short-term rental demand (e.g., Airbnb): 

 
Source: AirDNA   Read full article    

 
Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting, or other professional expert advice. 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
 
Nicholas Lampone 
Dalzell Trading 
Principal & Director of Trading 
Direct: 617-340-5316 
Main: 617-340-5313 
Cell:    267-980-3481 
Five Neshaminy Interplex 
Suite 307 
Trevose, PA 19053 
nlampone@dalzelltrading.com 
http://www.dalzelltrading.com/ 
 
 
 


